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Previous work on the use of gaps or spacings to test for uniformity of a sample has been
in terms of distances between successive order statistics of the sample. This paper generalizes
this notion of first-order gaps to with-order gaps, and considers the sum of the logarithms
of the mth-order gaps as a test statistic of uniformity. Asymptotio normality of this test
statistic is shown under the null hypothesis of uniformity, even when m grows at a moderate
rate with the sample size. The test is compared with the most powerful test symmetric in
the first-order gaps, and it is shown that the Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency increases
for large TO approximately linearly in TO.

Some key words: Asymptotic normality; Clustering; Gaps; m-dependent random variables; Pitman
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1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose we observe on [0, l],asample of size i\T from a distribution with density function/.
Let U(j),..., U<jj) be the order statistics of our sample. The problem is a familiar one; we
wish to test the hypothesis H:f(x) = 1 (0 < x < 1) against the alternative hypothesis
A:f(x) =fx(x) (0 < x < 1), where f^x) will in general depend on parameters which, for
the moment, remain unspecified.

Define, for a fixed integer m, the sequence of spacings or gaps of order m as

GT = £Un>-Ow (n = 0,l,...,N+l-m), (M)

where U^ = 0 and UiN+li = 1.
Previous work on test statistics defined in terms of the gaps has been mostly confined

to statistics
N

SA(G^) (1-2)
n-0

for a number of different functions h (Darling, 1953; Pyke, 1965, 1972). The reasons are
obvious:

(i) A Central Limit Theorem can almost always be proved for a sum of random variables.
(ii) The choice of TO = 1 effectively makes the {$£} asymptotically independent.
Bartholomew (1957, Table 1) has shown that, with h(x) = log a;, the test based on the

statistic (1-2) performs well against an alternative which shows clustering of the U^'B. This
is because the relatively small intervals are most important in determining significance. In
fact, if the order statistics {UM} are the result of observing a Poisson process until the
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344 NOEL CBESSEE

occurrence, followed by appropriate rescaling, then application of Bartlett's
homogeneity of variance test (Bartlett, 1937) to the interarrival times To, ...,TN gives
exactly the test statistic (1-2) with h(x) = logx (Maguire, Pearson & Wynn, 1952). A valid
objection to using Bartlett's test is that it can be used in practice only if the small values
of the JP/S are recorded to high accuracy. This is often not the case. This difficulty can be
avoided if, instead of taking time intervals T(, we take time intervals [Tt +... + Ti+m_x),
for TO a fixed integer.

I t is natural to use higher-order gaps also because statistics based on (1-2) detect only
clustering involving pairs of successive points. To detect clusters involving (m+ 1) succes-
sive points, we need the mth-order gaps denned in (1-1). Also the identity

shows that the mth-order gap process {Gfy?} is a moving sum process of the original first-
order gap process. Hence the mth-order gaps vary more smoothly. Therefore, we consider
a test of uniformity based on the statistic

N+l-m

LN= S logGg*. (1-3)
*-o

Indeed the question was raised in discussion of Pyke (1965) as to whether it would be
useful to consider gaps of order m; it was pointed out that the increase in complexity of the
distribution theory might offset the advantages gained in considering higher-order gaps.
In the present paper, however, we will derive the exact mean and variance of (1-3), in a
closed form, and also prove asymptotic normality.

We consider also the version of LN on a circle with unit circumference. The definition of
the mth-order gapa in (1-3) must then be extended to

-m, .

and the statistic analogous to LN becomes

n - 0

Section 2 derives the exact mean and variance of CN, and also states the exact result for
LN. Section 3 shows that if either CN or LN, after appropriate normalization, have a limiting
distribution as N-+co, then they both must have the same distribution. By proving a
more general result, and applying it to LN, we are then able to state and prove a Central
Limit Theorem for LN and CN. What happens if we remove the restriction that m is fixed,
and allow TO = mN to increase as N increases? Do we still have a Central Limit Theorem?
Section 4 shows that if mN = o(Nl), all our previous results go through. The final section
considers the power of the test based on the statistic LN, and shows that we get a non-
degenerate limiting power when considering 'local' alternatives close to the uniform distri-
bution. A comparison is made of the log test with the test based on the statistio which is
most powerful amongst all those symmetric in the first-order gaps. We show that the
Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency increases approximately linearly in m, and hence
that we do better by going to higher-order gaps.
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On the logarithms of high-order spacings 345

2. EXACT MEANS AND VARIANCES OF CN AND LS

We work initially with CN, denned by (1-4), because the computations are easier. We
mention first an apparently effective method that does not work. I t is well known that in
distribution,

Gg»> = (Xn+...+Xn+m_1)l(X0 + ...+XN), (2-1)

where Xo,..., XN are independent and identically distributed exponential random variables
of unit mean. Hence, in distribution,

logfl»»> = log (Xn +... +Xn + m_1)-log (Xo+... +XN).

I t might seem natural to obtain the mean and variance of GN by working with the moments
and cross-moments of

, + . . .+X,+ m_ 1 ) ,

This approach, however, has given answers in a completely unmanageable form. An alter-
native approach, that of working directly with the O^\ does however give us exact, simple,
closed form expressions for the mean and variance of CN; and by a simple passage to the
limit, its asymptotic mean and variance.

Now,
E(CN) = (N +1) E (log GT), (2-2)

var (Cv) = (N + 1) var (log G$»)

+ (N + 1) ( 2 " s 1 cov (log OT\ log <3<f) + (N - 2m + 2) cov (log Gf >, log Gg»»)). (2-3)
I n-l J

Therefore it suffices to calculate only E (log G^m)), var (log G^m)), and cov (log G^m), log Q%").
We use another representation of U(i) (David, 1970, p. 18), namely that

(i = l,...,N), (2-4)

where Yv ...,YN are independent and identically distributed exponential random variables
with unit mean.

Therefore,
E (log GT) = -(llN + ... + 1/m) = -B(m,N), (2-5)

var (log G8»>) = 1/tf2 +. . . + l/ma = Q(m, N); (2-6)

however the covariance terms are harder to derive.
Now for b > a, log(6 — 0) = logb — Ila

)l(Jbi), and so, using the representation (2-4) in

(1-1),

There are two cases to distinguish.
Case (i), m ^n < N+l-m. From (2-7) and (2-4), we have

E (log Cg"1 log G*">) = R{m, N)R{n + m,N) + Q(n + m, N)

}, (2-8)

BIN 63
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346 N O E L CBESSEB

where B(i, k) and Q(i, k) are defined by (2-5) and (2-6), and are taken to be zero if i > k,
and where

We have formally taken expectations through the infinite summation in (2*7); this can
be justified by Fubini's theorem.

Case (ii), 0 < n < m. Similarly,

E (log Off" log G%») = B(m, N) R(n + m,N) + Q(n + m, N)

j( { ( j j) ( ,N)}. (2-10)

Now it can easily be shown, using (2-5) and (2-7), that

00 CO

2 PJn,n+m-l) = R(m,n + m-l), 2 jPAn.n + m- 1) = n/(ro-l),
y-i y-i

where the Pj(.,.) are given by (2-9). Our goal is to evaluate

(I = 0,1, ...,m- 1). (2-11)

But (2-11) is equal to i2(m,n + m— 1) — (n + l)'1 D{n,m;l), where

D(n,m;l)= J jP,(»,»+m_l)^i + - i _ j . (2-12)

Therefore, from (2-8), (2-11) and (2-12),

cov(log(?8n),log(?<?l>) = Q(tt + m,.ZV) - ° S {n + l)-%D(n,m;l) (n = m, ...,N+ 1-m). (2-13)
z-o

Similarly, from (2-10), (2-11) and (2-12),

) - I ; 1 (n + l)-*D(n,m;l) (n = 1, . . . , m - 1). (2-14)
I—m—»

Induction on m shows that

S (n + 0-sX>(w,m;i) = g(n + m, oo),
J-0

and so (2-13) and (2-14) become, respectively,

-Q(N+l,ao) (n = i$,...,N+l-m), (2-15)

m-n—l
-Q(N+l,oo)+ S (n + Z)-2D(n,m;0 (»= 1, . . . ,m-1) . (2-16)

i-o

Note that (2-15) does not depend upon n, which is correct.
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On the logarithms of high-order spacings 347

Thus, if we could evaluate D(n,m; I), then from (2-3) we would have the exact variance
of CN. But, from (2-3), (2-6), (2-15) and (2-16),

vax(CN) = (N + l)Q(m,N) + (N + 1)NQ(N +l,oo) + 2{N +l)F(m), (2-17)

where

!

m-l m-n-1

!

„_! i_o fa

0 (m = 1).
Hence, it is not necessary to evaluate D(n, m; I) if we can evaluate F(m) directly. I t can,

with some algebra and use of the infinite series evaluations given above, be deduced that

F(m) = m(m- I)-1 {F(m - 1) + mr^m - I)-1 - 1 + (TO-1) Q(m, oo)}.

Then by induction, it can easily be proved that

F(m)*= -(m-l) + m(m-l)Q(m,co) (m=l ,2 , . . . ) . (2-19)

Therefore, by combining (2-19) with (2-17), we get the exact variance of GN as

var (CN) = (JV +1) Q(m, N) - (N +1) NQ(N + 1, oo) + 2(JV +1) { - (TO -1)+m{m - 1 ) Q{m, oo)}.
(2-20)

The log statistic LN is defined on the unit interval [0,1], and is given by (1*3). I t has
exact mean

E{LN)= -(N + 2-m)B(m,N). (2-21)
The exact variance is more difficult to calculate than that of CN, but the method of de-

rivation is identical. Let it suffice, therefore, to state that
+ 2(N + 2 - TO) { - (m - 1) + TO(m - 1) Q(m, oo)}

,<jo). (2-22)

3. THE LIMITING DISTRIBUTIONS OF LN AJTD CN FOB FIXED TO

This section is devoted to proving asymptotic normality of LN and CN. We start by
proving a more general theorem than is needed, and apply it to the special case of LN.
Then a trivial observation will show that everything carries over immediately to CN.

Let Xo,Xlt ...,XN be independent and identically distributed as F. Assume also that
E( \X0\) < oo, and set E(X0) = /i. Let h(x, y) be any real function of two variables. We make
the following assumptions.

(i) That h{x, y) is continuously differentiable in y. For convenience, denote this derivative
by h'(x, y). In fact, it is really only necessary to assume that h(x, y) is continuously differen-
tiable in an open interval containing /i.

(ii) Th*tE{\h'(Xn+...+Xn+m_ltri\} < oo. SetE{h'(Xn + ...+Xn+n_ltfi)} = C.
(iii) For all double sequences of random variables {dNi; 0 < j < N, N > 1}, for which, as

N tends to oo,
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348 N O E L CRESSEE

tends to 0, almost surely, it is true that

1 N+l-m
{h'(Xn+...+Xn+m_1,dNn)-h'(Xn+...+Xn+m_1,^}

tends to 0, almost surely. Note that these are almost identical to the assumptions made by
Proschan & Pyke (1964), where they were interested in the special case, m = 1.

THEOBBM 3'1. Under the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and ifXn and h(Xn +... + Xn+m_v fi) have
finite variances, then

N+l-m
ZN = (N + 2-m)-i S [h(Xn+...+Xn+m_1>XN)-E{h(Xn+...+Xn+m_1,p)}]

n-0

converges in distribution to a normal random variable with zero mean, and finite variance.

Proof. The proof is easy if we closely follow the method of proof of Proschan & Pyke's
Theorem 1, as far aa and including the step where ZN has the same asymptotic distribution
as

N+l-m
(N + 2-m)-i 2 Wn, (3-1)

n-0
where

Wn = h(Xn+... +Xn+m_vJi)-E{h(Xn+...+Xn+m_v

Now {Wn} is a zero mean, finite variance, stationary, m-dependent sequence, and hence by
Theorem 19-2-1 of Ibragimov & Linnik (1971), expression (3-1), and therefore ZN, is asymp-
totically normally distributed with zero mean, and finite variance, which was to be proved.

Proschan & Pyke went on to consider such cases as

h(x, y) = log {xjy), h(x, y) = ss/y2> h{z, y) = \x/y~l\.

For us, the interesting case is the first; if Xo > 0 almost surely, it can easily be shown
that (i), (ii) and (iii) hold.

COBOLLABY 3-1. Provided Xo > 0 almost surely, and var (Xo) < oo, the random variable

N+m-l /X -i- 4-Y \

n-0 \ A0+...+An /

is asymptotically normally distributed.

THBOBBM 3-2. The random variable LN is asymptotically normally distributed.

Proof. Using (2-1), we can immediately conclude that, in distribution,

n _ 0

The result then trivially follows from Corollary 3-1.
To prove asymptotic normality of CN, observe that

(3-2)
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On the logarithms of high-order spacings 349

Now since the laat term in (3-2) involves only a sum of (m— 1) random variables all with
finite variance, and has a multiplying factor (N+ l)~i, it must tend to zero in probability.
This allows us to conclude that since LN has an asymptotic normal distribution, then GN

must have the same asymptotic normal distribution, after suitable normalization.
In § 2 we have calculated the exact means and variances of CN and LN. We are now in a

position to prove the following Central Limit Theorems.

THBOEEM 3-3. The random variable (N + 1)~1{CN + (N + l)B(m,N)} is asymptotically
normal with mean zero and variance

.m,((2m2m+l){^Q(l,ml)}2m+l (m > 2),
( ' " I K - l (m=l) (3 '3)

Or equivalently,

(m > 2),
(ra = 1),

is asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance (3-3). The quantity y is Euler's
constant.

Proof. I t remains only to derive the asymptotic mean and variance of CN and then
normalize. From (2-5) and (2-2),

E{(N+l)-iCN}= -(N+l)i£(m,N)
* » (m > 2),

(m = 1).

Also, from (2-20),

( (2m2-2m+\){\TTi~Q{\,m- l)}-2m + 2-]im{NQ(N + l,oo)}
(m > 2), (3-4)

I t is easy to show by L'Hospital's rule that

which, when applied to (3-4), gives (3-3). Hence the theorem follows immediately.

THEOREM 3-4. The random variable (N + 2 — m)-i{LN + (N+2-m)B(m,N)} or equiva-
lenily,

(m

is asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero and variance (3-3).

Proof. From what has been said before, the result is immediate.
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350 NOEL CBBSSIB

4. A CENTRAL LIMIT THEOBBM FOB m OF SMAIJLEB OBDEB THAN Nl

In this section, we remove the restriction that m is a fixed integer, and allow it to increase
with N. I t is natural to ask whether CN and LN are still asymptotically normal. If m grows
too quickly, then there is too much dependence between the terms of the sequence {log G^},
and so a Central Limit Theorem involving the sum of such terms will fail; for example,
m = O(Ni) probably grows too fast. Henceforth, m will be assumed to be o(Nl).

From (2-20) and (2-22) we have the exact variance of GN and Ls. The theory of gamma
functions tells us that, for K an integer,

Therefore, application of the above to (2-20) gives

in , N+l <n(N+l\
var (CN) = —— + 0 r- ,v y 3m \ ms /

and hence
* + l . (4-1)

Similarly, (2-22) gives

But \N(m is the dominant term, so that

^ l . (4-2)

Now (4-1) and (4-2) show that CN and LN have the same asymptotic variance; we now show
that, just as in the previous section, CN and LN have the same asymptotic distribution.

Cy, (2-1) gives

n-0

where W%» = (Xn+...+ Xn+m_1)/m. Write log W™ = log (1 + Z^>), where Zg*> -• 0, almost
surely, by the strong law of large numbers.

Hence, using a Taylor series expansion, in (4-3), multiplying both sides by {(N+l)lm}~i,
and dropping the smaller-order terms which can be shown to tend to zero in probability,
we finally obtain the following equality in distribution:

Urn {ml(N +1)}* {CN + const^) = lim {ml(N +1)}* ( - £) TN, (4-4)

where

TN= S{(«s-l/m}.
n-0

Similarly, we can also show that

i (4-5)
where

N+l-m
S*= 2 {

n-0
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On the logarithms of high-order spacings 351

Next we show that, provided limits exist, (4-4) and (4-5) are indeed the same. Now,

{ml(N+ l)i}TN = {ml(N+ l)}i8N + {ml(N + l)}t £ { ( « - 1/m}.
n-N+2-m

Therefore we want to show that the variance of the last term tends to zero; it already has
zero expectation. I t is sufficient, therefore, to evaluate the variance of

n-0

We see below that in fact this variance is asymptotically constant, and hence, because of the
multiplier {m/(N +1)}*, the variance of the last term tends to zero. Therefore, provided
limits exist, in distribution,

lim {ml(N+ l)}iTN = Iim {m/{N + 1)}*SN. (4-6)

Therefore, if we combine (4-4), (4-5) and (4-6), we see that to prove asymptotic normality
of LN and CN, it is sufficient to prove asymptotic normality ofSN. The method of proof will
rely on a result by Orey (1958).

THEOREM 4-1 (Orey). Let {Xt} be a sequence of m-dependent random variables with zero
means and finite variances. Let B% be the variance of X± + ... + XN. Then (X1 + ... + XN)/BN

converges in distribution to a normal (0, 1) if, for all e > 0,

(a) 4r S f
•tSNk-lJ{

{\Xt\>eBN}

(b) -^ £ !x%dp = 0(1).

This leads to the main theorem.

THEOREM 4-2. Suppose that we define T^ = (•ZS*>)2— !/»*•• Then

N+l-m

n-0

ta asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance, provided m = o(Nl).

Proof. We give only an outline of the proof. Define

[ A7 J- 1 —ml m-1

L +1' wiN= s
m j n_o

Then

N+l-m

sN = s wiN
i 1

and {WiN} is a one-dependent set of random variables. The essential idea is to apply Theorem
4-1 to the Wo and hence there are a number of conditions to check; note that for ease of
notation, we have dropped the N subscript from the WiN. First, the Wf have zero means
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352 N O E L CEBSSEE

since the Yf* have zero means. Secondly, the W{ can be shown to have finite variances.
Thirdly, the condition (6) of Theorem 4-1 holds:

1 P 4m N
var ($„) ~ $N/m = &N, w 2 var (W() ~ ^ x - const = 0(1).

Fourthly, the condition (a) of Theorem 4-1 can be shown to hold: we omit details, but
note that it is here we use m = o (Nl).

Hence Theorem 4-1 applies, and the proof is complete.

COROLLARY 4-1. The log statistics

)-i [GN + (N+ 1) {log (N+ l) + y-R(l,m- 1)}]

are asymptotically normal with zero means and unit variances, provided m = o(Nl).

Proof. Theorem 4-2, together with (4-4), (4-5) and (4-6), gives the result immediately.

5. POWER RESULTS FOR THE LOG STATISTIC

In this section we derive the asymptotic distribution of the log statistic LN, defined in
(1*3), under the assumption that we are sampling from a distribution with density f^x)
(0 ^ x < 1), where we only assume/x to be bounded above and below by two positive con-
stants, and to have a finite number of discontinuities. In particular, the theorems below
will be proved for bounded, positive, step functions, but the generalization is easily carried
through. Results for Cs, defined in (1*4), the analogous statistic on the circle, are identical,
as is easily seen by using the same reasoning as that of §3. We follow closely the paper by
Weiss (1957), who takes m = 1.

Let Ilt ..., IR be H subintervals such that I1 = [0, z j , / s = [z^Zj], ..., IB = [zH_v 1],
and suppose that on I^f^x) = at. Let N{ denote the number of the U^,..., U^ which
fall in the interval I{, and let {U<jy ^ {UQ) < ... < <E7(AT4), be the ordered values in I{. Also
denote <£/<,)) = z{_lt and iU^^ = z{. Define,

«<#•> = iUf^-tUu, (n = 0, l,...,Nt + l-m),
Nt+l-m

tL= S log ,(?<*>.

We are now able to prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 5-1. Iff^x) is a bounded positive step function, the statistic

is asymptotically normal, with zero mean and variance

T(m) + J^ (log/JVxd*-{JVi(logA)dxj, (5-1)

where r(m) is given by (3-3).
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On the logarithms of high-order vpacings 353

Proof. From an examination of the conditional distribution of {UW, . . . .^ov^ given Nit

and from Theorem 3-4, it follows that, given Nit

approaches the standard normal as 2V̂  increases. But,

N+l-m H
2 logG»">= S

n-0 < - l

and after normalization by (N + 2 — m)~i, it is easily seen that A is stochastically negligible.
Hence it is enough to look at the distribution of Y^L. Now,

{ -l)}. (5-2)
Define

W^JNiNJN-afa-z^)} (i=l,. . . ,#). (5-3)
Then, from (5-2) and (6-3),

= Mm)}* S Qi - 2 Wt\ogai + RN, (5-4)

where RN-*• 0 in probability. NowQ l t . . . , QH, Wlt..., WH are asymptotically jointly normal.
They have zero means, and the variance of (5-4) is easily shown to be

T(TO) + S (ifa - z^) log2 a< + {S o^Zj - z^^) log a j 8 ,

which gives (5-1). This proves the theorem.
Theorem 5-1 agrees exactly with Theorem 2 of Blumenthal (1968) derived for m = 1, but

with less stringent conditions onfv Following Blumenthal (1968, §3) it is clear that the
test based on rejecting the null hypothesis of uniformity for large negative values of LN,
will be consistent. To obtain a power result for our size a test which is not 1 or a, we choose
a sequence of local alternatives, fN(x) = 1 + {/x(x) — 1}/Nl, which, supposing thatijv satisfies
a suitable regularity condition (Fraser, 1957, p. 108), results in limiting power <t>(P), where

«0}*, (5-5)

O(.) is the standard normal integral, and Ka is such that a = Q>(Ka).
The above regularity condition is nontrivial; not only must Theorem 5-1 hold for a

fixed / , but also if the density now depends on the sample size, in such a way that

This step has not been justified by Sethuraman & Rao (1969), Weiss (1957) or Blumenthal
(1968).

Now Weiss (1956) has shown that for m = 1, the most powerful test which is symmetric
in the sample spacings, is that based on

vN = s
n-0
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We now compare its performance to LN. Darling (1953, §6) has shown that under the
assumption of uniformity, the statistic

(N+l)*VN-2(N+l)l

is asymptotically normal with zero mean and variance 4. Now for power considerations,
Weisa (1957) shows that for/x(x) a positive-bounded step function, the statistic

f1
o

is asymptotically normal, with zero mean and variance

• / > • " * - ( • / > • " * ) ' •

If we consider the test of uniformity which rejects for large values of VN, and if we use the
same sequence of local alternatives {fN}, then assuming that a certain regularity condition
applies to VN (Fraser, 1957, p. 108), we have the formula for the asymptotic power as for
the log test, but with (5-5) becoming

(5-6)

Comparing (5-6) with (5-5), we see that the test based on LN is more powerful than the test
based on VN if and only if 4T(m) < 1. In fact,

RL{m) = 1/{4T(WI)} (5-7)

is just the asymptotic relative efficiency of the log test, relative to the 'square' test.
Sethuraman & Rao (1969, Table 1) have given the value, BL(1) = 0-39. Now BL(2) = 1-11,
^ ( 3 ) = 1-85, and, in fact, as m grows, we see from (4-2), Theorem 3-4, and (3-3),

RL(m) = }m + 0(l). (5-8)

In conclusion, we see that we need only go to second-order gaps before the test based on
the log statistic does better.

Maguire, Pearson <fc Wynn (1952) suggested testing for uniformity using the disjoint
log statistic,

**,= *£ log Cgg,
<-o

where kN = [(2V" + l)/m]. This statistic is likely to do worse, since it only detects non-
uniformities within disjoint groups of (m +1) points but may fail to detect a cluster say,
which starts half-way into one group and finishes half-way into the next. The analogous
result to (5-7), which gives the asymptotic relative efficiency of the test based on KN,
relative to the test based on VN is

RK(m) = bm + 0(l). (5-9)

Hence it is clear from (5-8) and (5-9), that the test based on LN is superior in terms of
asymptotic relative efficiency, by the factor f.
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